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it could one of these second chance credit offersI applied for a 0% NordicTrack bike (~$2,000) a while back, was denied but approved for a $3000 Fortiva Retail Credit Account instead. I kind of did the same thing and didn't complete the purchase because the terms weren't that good and I figured wasn't worth it anymore. I ended up with this credit account that I can see and log in but have no idea how to
use. I had $3,000 in available credit for apparent use everywhere Fortiva Retail Credit was accepted. The problem was, I couldn't find anyone accepting it (and I couldn't even use it on NordicTrack anymore, as far as I could see). I even tried calling Fortiva and asking them if I could get a list of dealers who accept it and they refused to tell me! Very sketchy. After a ton of googling, I came across the second
chance credit explanation, but it's about everything I know about it and the account has been dormant ever since. It sounds like a similar situation, and after some quick googling, up, maybe you can log into your account there. SuperMoney Advertiser Disclosure *SuperMoney is not responsible for third-party products, services, websites, recommendations, endorsements, reviews, etc. All products, logos and
trade names are trademarks™ or registered® trademarks of their respective proprietors. Their use does not mean or imply the endorsement, affiliation or sponsorship, of or of SuperMoney or those of us. SuperMoney.com is an independent, advertising-supported service. The owner of this website may be compensated in exchange for featured placement of certain sponsored products and services, or your
clicking on links posted on this website. This compensation can affect how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). SuperMoney strives to provide a wide range of offers to our users, but our offer does not represent all financial companies or products. We strive to ensure that the information on this site is current and accurate, but you should verify all
information with the product or service provider and read the information it may provide. † To check the rates and terms you qualify for, one or more soft credit moves will be performed by SuperMoney and/or SuperMoney lending partners that will not affect your credit score. However, if you choose a product and continue your application on a lending partners' website, they will request your full credit report
from one or more consumer reporting agencies, which is considered a hard credit pull and may affect your credit. 24/7 Account Access Free Online Bill Pay View bank statements and more! Register 7. heinäkuuta 2019 kello 4.27 · I was approved for genesis credit for use on wayfair, but whatever I want to get it won't show that at checkout to know that it would be something they sell under it. Why there is
no section that they have that you can use Credit? November 6, 2020 Better Business Bureau **** **** **** ******* ***** RE: Ms.** *** ***** Jewelers Account Ending In **** Case # ******** Dear Better Business Bureau: This letter is in response to your request dated 27 April 2015. In her complaint, Ms*****, stated that she has been called too in respect of making a payment to her account, and the account has
been reported as criminal to credit bureaus despite having accepted the terms of a Disaster Relief Program, which was supposed to prevent negative reporting to credit information agencies, lowering the monthly payment and fees. For resolution, Ms***** requests that she not be contacted and that the account not be reported as criminal to the credit rating agencies. Our records show: · On May 20, 2020,
Ms. ***** filled out and submitted an online application for a *** Jewelers account. On the same day, the application was approved and a new account was opened. · On September 2020, Ms* ***** contacted our customer service department and sought help with her monthly minimum payment when she was affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. The representative submitted a request to place Ms. *****'s
account on an available disaster relief program, which resulted in the account being enrolled on 3rd o As part of this program, the minimum monthly payment and APR were reduced and the account would not be rated any late fees or overlimit fees. o Upon reviewing the communication with Ms***** regarding the Disaster Relief Program, we have confirmed that the representative did not inform her that the
program would prevent the account from being reported criminal as this is not a condition of the program. · October 2020, correspondence was received from Ms******** requesting that she no longer receive phone calls relating to the account. At the time, the account was encoded to no longer try to contact Ms***** by phone. As for Ms***** requested resolution, we have processed the request to no longer
be contacted by phone from October 20, 2020. Since then there have been no attempts to contact Ms*****. Regarding Ms***** request to adjust the crime reported, unfortunately, we are unable to accommodate the request as the offered program does not prevent negative reporting if the minimum payment amount is not received and we consider the account to report accurately. We hope this answer
provides clarification on this question, but if you or the consumer has any further questions or concerns, please contact us at 1-866-726-5617. Our customer service hours are from 6am to 6pm, Pacific Time, seven days a week. Yours sincerely, Genesis FS Card Services Please note, Ms***** account was issued by ******** *********** ***. and serviced by Genesis FS Card Services, Inc. on their behalf.
Behalf.
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